
FAQ

Artificial Intelligence Roadmap for Policing and Law Enforcement

AI is at the forefront of a changing world. Many have raised concerns over the impact AI has or will 
have on security related issues. The EU-funded ALIGNER (October 2021 to September 2023) aims to 
unite European actors with concerns about AI, law enforcement and policing to jointly identify and 
discuss how to enhance Europe’s security whereby AI strengthens law enforcement agencies while 

providing benefits to the public. Our work will culminate in an AI research roadmap.

To allow broad participation of practitioners, researchers, industry professionals, policymakers and 
members of civil society, ALIGNER makes use of Advisory Boards. Members of these boards can 

participate in project workshops, provide feedback and guidance on activities and outcomes of the 
project, and will act as information conduits between the project and other stakeholders.

Who are we looking for?

 � Law Enforcement Agency Advisory Board 
(LEAAB): Professionals from policing and law 
enforcement, security professionals, customs 
agencies, and other law enforcement agencies.

 � Scientific, Industrial and Ethics Advisory Board 
(SIEAB): Researchers, industry professionals, 
ethicists and civil society representatives,  
and academia.

How can I join?

 � Sign the Collaboration Agreement to become 
part of the Advisory Board most appropriate 
for your expertise. 

What are my benefits?

 � Getting early access to deliverables that will 
inform policy and research decisions of the EC

 � Having the chance to actively shape the 
recommendations we make to the EC

 � Interacting with experts from across the EU and 
beyond on the evolving topics around AI

 � Getting information about (and potentially being 
invited to) relevant events and initiatives related 
to the topics of ALIGNER

What are the eligible costs covered?

 � Project ALIGNER grant funding is directed to the 
partners who are beneficiaries in the project and 
is not available to third parties.

 � Options for reimbursement are limited and will 
be offered upon invitation by the coordinator for  
selected AB members that attend physical  
meetings. The project only covers cost for travel 
and accommodation not of working time.

What is expected of me?

 � You will only be expected to contribute time as 
your schedule allows.

 � Attend workshops (upon invitation), research 
activities, read and comment on reports, and re-
ply to questionnaires or other expert work. Any 
time you give is voluntary and at your discretion.

For a copy of the Collaboration Agreement  
please refer to: danielle.carbon@cbrneltd.com

This project has received funding from the European 
Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation pro-
gramme under Grant Agreement no. 101020574.

https://aligner-h2020.eu
https://www.linkedin.com/company/aligner-h2020/


